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Suggested Jail Intake and Suicide Prevention Guidelines
Due to the increased number of jail-related death
claims, it is important to remember a few basic guidelines regarding jail intake and suicide prevention.

Minimum rules on jail intake

•

•

Always remain calm and courteous.

•

If apparent alcohol/drug usage is present, or
bruised, battered or bleeding, complete a fit for
confinement medical/mental exam before accepting
detainee into the jail by any agency.

•

Always conduct a pat-down even if the delivering
officer may have already completed one.

•

Always conduct a written medical and psychological screen prior to lockup.

•

Never permit a detainee to have access to keys,
weapons, drugs, property room, or other dangerous
items.

•
•

Never admit a detainee without proper paperwork
showing a criminal charge.
Never leave a detainee alone before completing a
full screening.

Suicide prevention principles
•

Strict compliance with screening procedures and facility safety standards along with proper monitoring
practices is the best prevention against detectible
risk factors for suicide.

•

All verbal threats of self-harm or suicide are to be
taken seriously, and must be followed up with a
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screening interview or evaluation by trained
staff using a medically-accepted screening tool
that is recorded. (No exceptions.)
If the screening evaluation indicates a high risk
of suicidal behavior, a follow-up evaluation by
the designated medical officer should be scheduled with sufficient urgency in order to prevent
imminent risk to life or limb.

Suicide prevention authority and limits
•

If staff has reasonable belief that another person
is about to commit suicide or to inflcit serious
bodily injury upon himself, that staff may use
reasonable and appropriate physical force to
prevent the intended result. C.R.S 18-1-703

•

Failure to do so may result in an intentional
negligence claim under common law.

•

Excessive restraint may result in a “cruel and
unusual punishment” violation.

•

Failure to monitor restraint conditions may result in a “due process” violation.

What This Means for Counties
Sheriff deputies should be vigilant in intake and     
suicide prevention for the inmates entrusted to their
care. Policies and procedures must be developed,
and staff must be trained in the implementation and
use with strict enforcement. For more information,
please contact CTSI at 303-861-0507.
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